NEW SCOTTISH CENTRE GIVEN FULL APPROVAL

Lever Training Ltd, based in Fife, have received full approved centre status from the Scottish Qualification Authority (SQA) to deliver and certificate awards within the areas of Horticulture and Sportsurfacings across the landbased sector.

Wayne Roberts, Managing Director at Lever Training Ltd, said: “The landbased sector plays an important part in the UK economy, supporting many different areas including the soft fruit industry, production horticulture, woodlands and forestry and leisure and sporting activities.

Being able to provide sustainable long term employment and business development across the country is important to success. It is therefore vital that employers who are ready to train that directly supports employers and candidates in the workplace and maximises the workplace and we are excited to be now meeting and supporting this demand.”

For more information on the range of courses being offered, Lever Training can be contacted at learning@levertaining.com or by contacting Jackie Cairns, Learning Manager on 01592 780709/719.

Based delivery, assessment and certification fully in the workplace across Scotland and the North of England. This reduces the time candidates are away from the workplace and maximises the learning opportunities that modern organisations can provide.

Wayne added: “The number of requests that we receive leads us to believe there is an ever increasing demand from the sector for specialist workbased delivery, carried out completely in the workplace and we are excited to be now meeting and supporting this demand.”

SLIC MOVE BY PROVIDER PROVIDER

SLIC Training are offering a 16 week ‘taster’ course in Land Based Engineering free of charge. If you are based in Coventry, Warwickshire and Leicestershire and service your own Land Based Equipment they have a fantastic offer for you.

They are the largest Horticultural training provider in the UK and currently work with a number of national landscaping and grounds maintenance contractors.

They have recently received Government funding to engage with companies in Coventry, Warwickshire and Leicestershire to offer a ‘taster’ course in Land Based Engineering mechanics.

We can offer this to your eligible, existing staff, over the age of 19 years old – completing FULLY PEER OF CHARGE.

The course is made up of a number of units taken from a Level 2 Diploma in Work-based, Land-based Engineering Operations for which the learner would receive accreditation. This is a fantastic opportunity to get some Level 2 training.

AND FINALLY...

A reminder that the Toro Student Greenkeeper of the Year will take place on 17 September at BIGHQ. Good luck to all eight candidates who were listed in last month’s Greenkeeper International.

Next month’s issue will feature coaching from Paul Jenkins, Silver Key Individual Member.

Contact Details

Stuart Green L&D Executive stuart@bigga.co.uk

Rachael Duffy L&D Executive rachael@bigga.co.uk

Sami Strutt L&D Manager sami@bigga.co.uk

Silver Key Individual Members: Steven Hickey, Paul Jenkins, Doug England, Steve Dixon, Richard McGlynn Gold Key Individual Members: Sam Langrick, Espen Bergmann, Andrew Turnbull, W J Rogers, Stuart Green, Rachel Duffy

For more information on the Toro Student Greenkeeper of the Year visit www.bigga.org.uk or www.greenkeeper.org.uk

The Toro Student Greenkeeper of the Year is a fantastic opportunity to get some Level 3 training.

The EDGIT PRO™ is the easy solution to a time-consuming problem. Forget spending countless man-hours edging the same bunkers, pathways, flowerbeds and kerbs.

The EDGIT has been created to dramatically reduce labour: it is the all-purpose answer to the predicament of creating perfect edges with a string trimmer.

Edge with your trimmer as fast as you can walk

See our video clip on www.golfmatsuk.co.uk

Showing a bunker being perfectly edged in less than 30 seconds!

Call 01279 641 777

Stihl Strimmers also available

www.golfmatsuk.co.uk

£79.95 + VAT + p&p
NEW SCOTTISH CENTRE GIVEN FULL APPROVAL

Lever Training Ltd, based in Fife, have received full approved centre status from the Scottish Qualification Authority (SQA) to deliver and certificate awards within the areas of Horticulture and Sports Turf across the landbased sector.

Wayne Roberts, Managing Director at Lever Training Ltd, said: “The landbased sector plays an important part in the UK economy, supporting many different areas including the soft fruit industry, production horticulture, woodlands and forestry and leisure and sporting activities.

Being able to provide sustainable long term employment and business development across the country is important to success. It is therefore vital that employers have ready access to training that directly supports employers and candidates in the workplace and fully considers the seasonality of training.”

Working with employers from their base in Fife, Lever Training are able to provide work based delivery, assessment and certification fully in the workplace across Scotland and the North of England. This reduces the time candidates are away from the workplace and maximises the learning opportunities that modern organisations can provide.

Wayne added: “The number of requests that we receive leads us to believe there is an ever increasing demand from the sector for specialist workbased delivery, carried out completely in the workplace and we are excited to be now meeting and supporting this demand.”

For more information on the range of courses being offered, Lever Training can be contacted at learning@levertaining.com or by contacting Jackie Curnairs, Learning Manager on 01592 780709/719.

MASTER GREENKEEPER CERTIFICATE

The Master Greenkeeper Certificate is awarded to those greenkeeper members of BIGGA who have reached the highest standards of greenkeeping and golf course management.

It is a prestigious industry award gained by:
- Experience as a greenkeeper
- Through formal and internal training
- Golf course management assessment
- An external, half-day examination

All Full, Associate and International members of BIGGA are eligible to join and earn Stage 1 Credits. Applicants must be Course Managers (Superintendents/Head Greenkeepers) to progress to Stages 2 and 3.

Do you have what it takes? Download an application form at www.bigga.org.uk by clicking on Education.

Golf Mats UK

Edge with your trimmer as fast as you can walk

The EDGIT PRO™ is the easy solution to a time-consuming problem. Forget spending countless man-hours edging the same bunkers, pathways, flowerbeds and kerbs.

The EDGIT has been created to dramatically reduce labour: it is the all-purpose answer to the predicament of creating perfect edges with a string trimmer.

EDGIT PRO™ is a trimming & edging guide attachment for Stihl straight shaft trimmers. It indicates where the trimmer’s string is cutting and holds the trimmer’s spinning string in the groove. The EDGIT’s 14” disk rotates around a boundary like a measuring wheel guiding the string (and acting as a barrier between the operator and any debris production) as it cuts a quick, clean, precise line.

£79.95 + VAT + p&p

www.golfmatsuk.co.uk

See our video clip on www.golfmatsuk.co.uk

Stihl Strimmers also available

Call 01279 641 777

Showing a bunker being perfectly edged in less than 30 seconds!

SLIC MOVE BY PROVIDER PROVIDER

SLIC Training are offering a 16 week ‘taster’ course in Land Based Engineering free of charge. If you are based in Coventry, Warwickshire and Leicestershire and service your own Land Based Equipment they have a fantastic offer for you.

They are the largest Horticultural training provider in the UK and currently work with a number of national landscaping and grounds maintenance contractors. They have received Government funding to engage with companies in Coventry, Warwickshire and Leicestershire to offer a ‘taster’ course in Land Based Engineering mechanics.

We can offer this to your eligible, existing staff, over the age of 19 years old – COMPLETELY FREE OF CHARGE.

The course is made up of a number of units taken from a Level 2 Diploma in Work-based, Land-based Engineering Operations for which the learner would receive accreditation. This is a fantastic opportunity to get some Level 2 training.

And finally...

A reminder that the Toro Student Greenkeeper of the Year final will be held on 17 September at BIGGA HQ. Good luck to all eight candidates who were listed in last month’s Greenkeeper International.

Next month’s issue will feature coverage of the final plus an interview with the eventual winner.

Contact Details

Stuart Drayk
studayk@bigga.co.uk
01347 833800 (option 3)

Rachael Duffy
rduffy@bigga.co.uk
01347 833800 (option 3)

Sami Strutt
sami@bigga.co.uk
01347 833800 (option 3)
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